Filling Equipment
The 100% check weighing capability is an additional feature that can be added to the automatic Monobloc Fill/Finish Packaging system. This filling machine includes the following capabilities:

- Feeding the containers from a bulk unscrambler
- Tare weighing each empty container
- Filling the containers utilizing peristaltic pump technology
- Gross weighing each filled container and calculating the net weight of the liquid
- Applying push-on caps to the containers
- Applying labels to the containers
- Rejecting improperly filled and assembled containers
- Transferring the filled/capped/labeled containers into the carton loading system
- Real-time onscreen reporting
- Automatic data collection to Excel, SQL database, etc.

Challenge
The challenge for this application was to properly weigh and 100% verify the fill volume in an unstable container while providing a production rate of 50 cpm.

Solution
Filamatic's solution was to secure the container in a turret pocket which supports the container throughout the filling, capping, and labeling processes. During the tare and gross weighing processes, the turret disengages from the container, leaving the container untouched as its weight is determined. This process allows for faster weight calculations and higher production rates.

Check Weighing
100% Verification - a final check of the product with the data and statistics to prove it

The check weigh system incorporates two weigh cells beneath the turret indexing assembly. One weigh cell weighs the empty container and the other weighs the filled container.

The empty containers are indexed onto the first weigh cell, and the actuated turret assembly disengages from the container. While the container remains free from contact with the turret, its tare weight is determined.

The container is then filled and indexed to the second weigh cell where its gross weight is determined. The net weight is then calculated, recorded, and compared to the pre-programmed range.

Any container with a fill weight outside the range is collected by the reject system.